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A. yummy and Aesthetic
-

Fabio 's frozen Hyoghurt is probably oneof the most popular shops in Salzburg.
you will find a very long que in front
of the entrance most of the time,
but trust me : St's totally worth it .
St's directly in the city centre and
if you are looking for an aesthetic
content for your Snstagran feed ,

,this ist the perfect place for you oAnd on top of that : you willhave a perfect snack for the afternoon .

2. Mysterious Feelings

you will find this old well right
i

-
-

beside the St .Peter 's Church .

Although you will usually see
a lot of cars and people in this
area , you

should be able to
make a photo easily if you find
the perfect angle .



3
.

Fountain & Castle

Sf you are looking for a
fountain and an amazing view
at the castle at the same ,

you should go to
the fountain

at kapitelplatzo Advice from
me8 Take the picture while
lying on the ground . So you
will be able to get both,
the castle and the fountain ,
into the picture . And who
knows, maybe you'll be

lucky enough to see some

ducks too .

4. Right next to the water

This is probably the closest you
can get to the river Salzach .

On sunny days , you willcertainlynot be the only person to
visit this place . Maybe you
can organize a picnic to enjoy
the sun and take pictures at
the same time . The results will

definitely look amazing . But
please be careful not to drop
your phone into the water .



5. The new Mozart hugeIn
S 'm pretty sure that you
have heard about the famous
Mozart hugeIn - Sf you go to
a place named

"

Alter Markt :
in the city centre, you will
find a souvenir shop . They
always display their products
in an amazing way and
if you need a cute
background for your photo ,
don't be shy to check this
shop out .

SWERVE !

Although the famous shopping
alley "

Getreidegasse
"

seems

like a perfect place to take
some photos , we suggest you
to only visit this place for
shopping . The alley is always
busy and filled with people
walking in every direction
possible . you will find yourself
not being able to take on
a good picture .
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